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State Papers Online, 1509-1717, Part 1:
The Tudors, Henry VIII to Elizabeth I, 1509-1603: State Papers Domestic

Complete State Papers Domestic is the most important series of 
documents for the study of Early Modern British History and is 
destined to transform research in 16th and 17th century British 
History. They are the papers of the secretaries of state serving 
the British monarch and provide information on every facet of 
early modern government. Areas covered on the domestic stage 
include: social and economic affairs, law and order, religious 
policy, crown possessions, intelligence gathering and (some) 
references to foreign policy. The papers also provide fascinating 
insights into the conduct of British diplomacy abroad. 

TOPICS COVERED:                                                                            
Reformation - Religion and the State

   Henry VIII’s break with Rome
Marriage alliances – the person and the State

  The marriage of Mary I with Philip (later Philip II of Spain)
  Marriage proposals for Elizabeth I

Wars and treaties – diplomacy domestic and foreign
  Naval power - war against the Armada & Sir Francis Drake
  Treaty with the Netherlands
  Irish rebellion
  Relationship between Scotland and England – James I

FORTHCOMING SERIES:                                                                 
  Series 2: 1603-1648: James I and Charles I 
   Series 3: 1649-1714: Interregnum, Charles II, 

William, Mary and Anne

  250,000 pages
  Signifi cant coverage of the

 Reformation, trade, wars and
 the Armada, marriage alliances,
 murders and deaths

  Provides strong academic
 support through essays and 
 an external editor

  Assists documentary research
 through essays with links and
 research aids (such as a glossary)

  Facsimile documents linked with
 calendars (descriptions/synopses)

  Fully searchable calendars

  Enhancements – glossary,
 chronology, key biographies,
 notes on how government
 functioned, and palaeography

  Essays on government
 administration, key events 
 and crises

FEATURES:                                                               

  Private and offi cial letters

  Musters

  Reports

  Commissions and instructions

  Council orders and
 correspondence

  Memoranda

  Draft parliamentary bills

TYPES OF DOCUMENTS:                                                               

Complete State Papers Domestic, Series 1: The Tudors: 1509 - 1603 
is an essential research tool for postgraduate and postdoctoral 
research on British Early Modern History and courses on the 

Tudors and Stuarts.
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